
                          SENDEET -28th APRIL 2022 (Maureen’s Feedback Notes) 

 

In Attendance: 

Julia Coleman -Chair      

Robyn Gough –Minute Taker 

Lindsay Sloan -BCP 

Stacey Harvey  -BCP 

Gemma Jones/Bell –Linwood  

 Elise Woolnough   

Georgie Pinder  

Katherine Beater   

Helen Lewis  

 

Apologies from others. 

 

As Education stands there is a lot of catching up to do from Covid. 

SEND SPECIAL SCHOOLS :  

They have worked hard throughout Covid  and when allowed back  into schools  

 Have had a far better % of attendance. In fairness have smaller classes and 

better Covid controls. 

Staff looking to make life easier how Exams are carried out.Now centred to 

individual clients.Right settings  own room scribe and readers as permitted. 

Mood of clients delaying exam to later in the day permitted as there are 

variations on the papers being sat . 



MR raised aquestion on Exam Security and was assured by JC that Vigilators 

and other Observers will check schools at random. 

 

In Jan 2020and 2021 -38% of Staff were off absent.  

In May there will be a White Paper followed by a Green Paper. 

JC would like Parents comments. 

From EHCP’s MR asked the question on how many were not full plans as such 

SCHOOL ACTION PLUS –on Behaviours  etc G.P hoped to get the data on this 

and send out. 

WHITE PAPER: 

Will report on the following : 

 Reports on Excellent teachers.  Delivery of High Standards 

 Targeted support for every child. Stronger fairer School System. 

£2.6  billon to be spent across the country.  

Schools now to have SEND CHAMPIONS. 

Any Schools built has to be SEND OR AP. 

99% of schools in South West work as Maintained Schools. 

However SEND schools at present only have 59% .There are not enough  

specialists within the system (Educational Psychologists). 

MR asked Vanessa Grizzle .Numbers were unknown but will be sent. 

Only two in South West.I asked her caseloads again unknown to be sent. 

EARLY YEARS WILL HAVE MORE MONEY OVER NEXT 10 YEARS! 

 

JOURNEY TO SUPPORTED INTERNSHIPS :             

BCP Supported Internships  through Project Search  within Chi /Swarac Progs. 



However there is a gap between Post 19 progs. 

Family Centre at Queens Park has a cohort of 15 young people  with 12 going 

through to Interview stage from BCP area. 

With luck 12 should start in Sept under Discovery project based in Somerset. 

GJ asked what happened with those with EHCP  no job then what!  

One year prog . 

LS raised transport travel  issues? Covered by Discovery.Prog centre is 

Bournemouth Town Hall and 3 other areas to gain info and certs . 

MR asked how many trainers /staff? Reply 1/2  but will develop. 

Also asked re DWP payments  reply no change as if they were doing work 

experience. 

Interesting to see outcomes  if works effectively evident even now we need 

more of these re the numbers. 

Also BCP data if available should include Neets and those AWOL from Schools. 

NO NUMBERS NO RECORDS !!!!! 

CAREERS APPRENTICE SHOW in March started with 11 and increased to 28 JC 

said well supported. 

Finally Head Teachers to meet in June. 

 

Please note an article is omitted from this report  

                         CONFIDENTIAL. 

This item to be discussed at next SENDEET  MEETING. 

 

Meeting Closed. 

     


